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Subtracting Vectors
Suppose that I tell you this:
I started out moving at (3  - 2 ) m/s, and I took a sharp turn to the left, ending up
going (1  + 4 ) m/s.

Using your knowledge of motion, you would immediately
label these two vectors as velocities: they describe my
motion (not position or change in motion), and they are in
units of m/s. You would also be able to identify them as
initial and final, based on the context of the sentence.

If this were a linear motion problem, you would be thinking
now, "I know the initial and final velocities - that measns I
can quickly find the change and the average." You can do
the same with vectors. In each component, think, "How
much did I add to the initial value? What is the number
right between the initial and final values?" and that will
give you the components of your  and .

In a motion problem, the average velocity is how far I go each second, and the change in velocity each
second is my acceleration. So, if I draw out how I moved while making this turn, as shown to the right, I
should see that the direction of my displacement, the change in my position from start to end, should be in
the same direction that the  points; here the displacement is exactly twice the average velocity, meaning
that I was in motion for two seconds.

You can see the curved shape of my path that results from me gradually changing my velocity as I move.
You can also see that the  is actually backwards into the second quadrant, meaning that I was pushing
myself toward the northwest in order to make this turn. If you actually saw me make this turn while running,
the  is the direction I would have to lean.

. 1 Suppose that I start out driving straight up, (0  + 4 ) m/s, and I make a 90° turn to the right, ending
up going (4  + 0 ) m/s.
a) What are my  and my ?

b) What compass direction (SW, E, etc) will I move during the time I am turning?

c) What compass direction am I accelerating toward?



. 2 I kick a ball along the ground. The ball originally has a velocity vector of (-3  + 4 ) m/s, but
because I am on a hill, the slope of the ground causes the velocity to change to (-2  - 3 ).
a) What are the  and ?

b) Toward what compass direction does the hill slope?

c) What compass direction will I have to walk toward to retrieve the ball?

. 3 On the graphs below, draw in and label the , , and  vectors, all starting from the origin (0,
0). Then, draw in and label the  vector, *starting from the end of the  vector.* What
relationships do you notice between the vectors?

. 4 Challenge: I'm traveling with a velocity vector of  = (5  - 3 ) m/s. I accelerate with an
acceleration of a = (0  + 1 ) m/s². So, only my  component changes. I do this until my average
velocity is entirely in the  direction. What are my  and ?


